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Muddy Pig Press, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 133 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Pets hold a special place in our hearts. They
are our companions, our best friends, our children, even our therapists at times. This collection of
stories is a tribute to the animals that have blessed us with their love. About Hearts Alive Village:
Hearts Alive Village Las Vegas (HAVLV) is a 501[c]3 organization whose mission is to secure loving
and stable homes for dogs and cats at risk of being lost in the shelter system. The organization
began because of a journal entry from Christy Stevens 10 year old daughter about her One Wish.
Kendall Stevens wanted to start an animal rescue called Hearts Alive Village, where she would save
everything from dogs and cats, to pigs and goats. Two years later, they are short a few pigs, but the
rescue has saved more than 110 animals, and fed and cared for 100s more through a variety of
owner support programs. Hearts Alive aims to keep pets in their original homes whenever possible.
Programs like Kendall s Kupboard (a pet food pantry), which feeds more than...
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Reviews
This ebook is definitely not e ortless to get started on reading through but very fun to read through. it was actually writtern very perfectly and valuable. I
discovered this ebook from my dad and i suggested this book to understand.
-- K a den Da ug her ty V
This publication is wonderful. It really is rally interesting throgh reading period of time. I am just very easily will get a delight of reading a published book.
-- Roma Little
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